2. (C) PRIOR TO YOUR MARCH 12 TESTIMONY ON THE HILL WE WANTED TO PROVIDE YOU WITH SEVERAL POINTS ON THE CURRENT SITUATION IN AFGHANISTAN, HOW WE VIEW THE TALIBAN, AND HOW THE MISSION'S AFGHAN COORDINATION GROUP THINKS THE U.S. COULD PROCEED ON "MODERATING AND MODERNIZING" THE TALIBAN.
3. (C) AT THIS TIME, THE SITUATION ON THE GROUND IN AFGHANISTAN IS NOT ENCOURAGING. THERE ARE NO INDICATIONS THAT THE WAR, WHICH IS CURRENTLY BEING Fought ON TWO FRONTS--BAMIAN/PARWAN AND BADGHIS--IS ANYWHERE CLOSE TO A SETTLEMENT DESPITE THE BEST EFFORTS OF THE UN SPECIAL MISSION FOR AFGHANISTAN. IT IS BY NO MEANS A FOREGONE CONCLUSION THAT THE TALIBAN WILL ACHIEVE THE "TOTAL VICTORY" THEY CLAIM THEY WILL REALIZE "BY THE NEXT EID," WHICH IS IN MID-APRIL, SO THERE IS EVERY REASON TO EXPECT THE FIGHTING TO INCREASE IN THE NEAR-TERM. THE TALIBAN'S ADVANCE CONTINUES TO FUEL REGIONAL ANXIETIES AND THERE SEEMS TO BE NO ABATEMENT IN THE SUPPLY OF MATERIAL SUPPORT BEING FUNNELLED TO DOSTAM AND MASOOD FROM IRAN, AND POSSIBLY RUSSIA. IN THE MEANTIME, PAKISTAN APPEARS TO BE REVIEWING ITS AFGHAN POLICY, BUT IMPORTANT AGENCIES, SUCH AS ISID, STILL APPEAR COMMITTED TO AND EVEN SUPPORTIVE OF A TALIBAN VICTORY.

4. (C) AMID THIS SWIRL OF EVENTS, IT IS IMPORTANT TO RECOGNIZE THE HISTORIC CONTEXT WE ARE DEALING IN AND UNDERSTAND THAT THE TYPE OF PROBLEM THAT THE U.S. FACES IN A TALIBAN-DOMINATED AFGHANISTAN IS NOT A NEW ONE IN OUR DIPLOMATIC HISTORY. WE FACED SIMILAR PROBLEMS IN DEALING WITH THE FRENCH REVOLUTION (REMEMBER CITIZEN GENET?), THE BOLSHEVIK REVOLUTION, AND MOST RECENTLY, THE IRANIAN REVOLUTION (REMEMBER TRYING TO FIND THE IRANIAN MODERATES?). THE BASIC ISSUE IS HOW THE U.S. SHOULD REACT TO THE
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5. (C) WE SAY THIS BECAUSE AN ANALYSIS OF THE TALIBAN'S RECORD IS DEEPLY TROUBLING. EFFORTS BY THE U.S. AND THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY TO ENGAGE THEM, AND URGE THEM TO ACT RESPONSIBLY, HAVE ALL COME TO NAUGHT THUS FAR. FOR EXAMPLE:

-- NEGOTIATIONS TO END THE WAR: THE TALIBAN HAVE NOT ENGAGED IN GOOD FAITH NEGOTIATIONS IN THE UN-SPONSORED TALKS. THEY APPEAR TO WANT TO USE THEIR PARTICIPATION IN THE TALKS ONLY AS A COVER FOR FURTHER MILITARY ADVANCES.

-- BIN LADIN: THEY HAVE CONTINUED TO GRANT SANCTUARY TO OSAMA BIN LADIN, ALTHOUGH THEY SAY THEY HAVE TOLD HIM NOT TO ENGAGE IN TERRORIST ACTIVITIES WHILE IN AFGHANISTAN. SOME HIGH-LEVEL TALIBAN SAY THEY WOULD SEND HIM TO SAUDI ARABIA IF IT WOULD ACCEPT HIM.

-- TERRORIST CAMPS: THEY APPEAR TO HAVE WORKED OUT SOME SORT OF DEAL—PERHAPS BROKERED BY ISIS—that allows HARAKAT-UL-ANSAR, THE CONFIDENTIAL
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KASHMIRI MILITANT GROUP, TO USE CAMPS IN KHOST, AND THEY HAVE NOT FOLLOWED THROUGH ON A PROMISE TO ALLOW A U.S. TEAM TO VISIT THESE CAMPS.

-- NARCOTICS: THE TALIBAN SAY THEY ARE AGAINST DRUGS AS A MATTER OF ISLAMIC LAW. HOWEVER, THERE IS LITTLE INDICATION THAT THE TALIBAN HAVE DONE ANYTHING TANGIBLE TO SUPPRESS OPIUM PRODUCTION AND IN FACT THERE IS SOME REPORTING THAT THEY ARE IN LEAGUE WITH TRAFFICKERS OPERATING OUT OF QUETTA. ON THE OTHER HAND, WE ALSO UNDERSTAND THEY MAY HAVE REFUSED TO ALLOW SOME PAKISTANI TRAFFICKING GROUPS TO SET UP NEW PROCESSING LABS NEAR JALALABAD AND MAY HAVE MADE SOME SEIZURES OF NARCOTICS.

-- RELATIONS WITH NGOS, UN AGENCIES: THE CONTINUING DETENTION, AND POSSIBLE TRIAL, OF THE TWO FRENCH NGO WORKERS HIGHLIGHTS THE DIFFICULTIES HUMANITARIAN GROUPS HAVE IN DEALING WITH THE TALIBAN.

-- HUMAN RIGHTS: THE TALIBAN'S SHEER INTOXIDANCE TOWARD DISSENT,
UNCLASSIFIED
THEIR WILLINGNESS TO INTERFERE IN THE SMALLEST DETAIL OF PEOPLE'S
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UNCLASSIFIED
LIVES, AND THEIR RESTRICTIONS ON WOMEN'S ABILITY TO WORK OUTSIDE
THE HOME AND GIRLS' EDUCATION EPITOMIZE THEIR FAILURE TO LIVE UP
TO INTERNATIONALLY RECOGNIZED HUMAN RIGHTS NORMS.

-- OVERALL: THE TALIBAN HAVE COMMITTED THEMSELVES TO SUPPRESSING
OPPONENTS AND HAVE TAKEN STEPS THAT SUGGEST THEY ARE INTENT ON
CREATING A THEOCRATIC STATE, SIMILAR IN SOME WAYS TO SHIA IRAN
AND IN OTHERS TO THE REGIME IN SAUDI ARABIA, WITH WHICH THEY ARE
WIDELY BELIEVED TO HAVE SOME SORT OF "SPECIAL RELATIONSHIP."
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ON THE PLUS SIDE, THE TALIBAN HAVE RESTORED SECURITY AND A ROUGH
FORM OF LAW AND ORDER IN THEIR AREAS OF CONTROL. ALSO ON THE
PLUS SIDE, THE TALIBAN HAVE PUBLICIZED ANTI-NARCOTICS AND ANTI-
TERRORISM STATEMENTS, USUALLY COUCHED IN ISLAMIC TERMS, TO WHICH
THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY CAN CONTRAST LACK OF CONSISTENT
FOLLOW-UP.

NOT MONOLITHIC, PERHAPS, BUT LEANING TOWARD THEOCRACY?

6. (C) OUR POINT IS NOT THAT THE TALIBAN ARE MONOLITHIC. THEY
ARE NOT. WHILE WE DO NOT KNOW MUCH ABOUT THEIR DECISION-MAKING,
THERE IS ENOUGH ANECDOTAL EVIDENCE TO SUGGEST THERE ARE
DIFFERENCES OF OPINION AMONG HIGH-LEVEL TALIBAN LEADERS. AND
WHEN THEY DO REACH A DECISION, THERE IS NOT A WELL-DEFINED
PROCESS FOR COMMUNICATING THAT DECISION TO ALL THE AREAS UNDER
THEIR CONTROL, LET ALONE MAKING SURE THAT IT IS CARRIED OUT.
THERE ARE ALSO MANY NON-IDEOLOGICAL AFGHANS (FORMER COMMANDERS,
TRIBAL LEADERS, KHALQIS, ETC.) WHO HAVE JUMPED ONTO THE TALIBAN
BANDWAGON FOR THEIR OWN MOTIVES. THERE IS THUS SOME EVIDENCE TO
SUGGEST THAT IN PROVINCES WHERE THEY ARE IN CONTROL, THEY -- OR
AT LEAST THEIR IDEOLOGY -- ARE SPREAD THIN. IN ADDITION, IT IS
POSSIBLE THAT THEY COULD FACE ARMED OPPOSITION IN AREAS THEY
OSTENSIBLY CONTROL, SIMILAR TO THAT THEY FACED RECENTLY IN KUNAR,
IN HERAT, KABUL, OR EASTERN AFGHANISTAN. HOWEVER, AFTER TAKING
ALL THIS INTO ACCOUNT, THE TALIBAN ARE A FACT OF LIFE IN
AFGHANISTAN AND WILL NOT SOON DISAPPEAR. THUS ARIS ES THE POLICY
ISSUE OF WHETHER AND HOW WE SHOULD ENGAGE WITH THEM. ASSUMING WE
DO NOT WRITE OFF THE TALIBAN AND AFGHANISTAN WITH THEM--A CHOICE
7. (C) NOT TO ENGAGE THE TALIBAN WOULD BE A MISTAKE BECAUSE SUCH A POLICY WILL MOST LIKELY LEAVE THEM ONLY MORE ISOLATED, POSSIBLY MORE DANGEROUS, AND CERTAINLY MORE SUSCEPTIBLE TO THOSE WISHING TO DIRECT TALIBAN ENERGIES BEYOND AFGHANISTAN. ALL-OUT ENGAGEMENT IS ALSO NOT AN ACCEPTABLE OPTION EITHER: FIRST, THERE IS NO EVIDENCE THAT SUCH A POLICY WOULD SUCCEED; SECOND, IT COULD LEAVE THE U.S. CLOSELY ASSOCIATED WITH A MOVEMENT WE FIND REPUGNANT. INSTEAD, WE SUGGEST A POLICY OF LIMITED ENGAGEMENT TO TRY TO "MODERATE AND MODERNIZE" THE TALIBAN. THROUGH SUCH A POLICY, THE U.S. COULD CONTINUE TO ENGAGE THE TALIBAN ON ISSUES SUCH AS THE IMPORTANCE OF A NEGOTIATED SETTLEMENT LEADING TO THE FORMATION OF A BROAD-BASED GOVERNMENT, TERRORISM, NARCOTICS, AND HUMAN RIGHTS, AND ALSO RAISE THE HEAT ON THEM IN TERMS OF OUR DECLARATORY POLICY. IN PURSUING THIS POLICY, WE SUGGEST THE FOLLOWING INITIATIVES. DEPENDING ON HOW THE TALIBAN RESPOND, THE U.S. COULD ADJUST ITS POLICY AND PUBLIC COMMENTS ACCORDINGLY. OUR SUGGESTIONS INCLUDE:

-- RATCHETING UP OUR PUBLIC DIPLOMACY: IN LINE WITH TALIBAN BEHAVIOR, WE SHOULD CONTINUE TO HIGHLIGHT THE STARK DIFFERENCES THE U.S. HAS WITH THE TALIBAN OVER THE ISSUES OUTLINED IN PARA FIVE, E.G. SUPPORT FOR TERRORISM, NARCOTICS, INTOLERANCE, AND HUMAN RIGHTS ABUSES. BY DOING THIS, WE WILL BE ABLE TO CONTINUE
TO APPLY PRESSURE ON THE TALIBAN TO CHANGE ITS WAYS: THEY SHOULD NOT BE ALLOWED TO GROW COMFORTABLE IN THEIR PRESENT PATTERNS OF BEHAVIOR. IN PARTICULAR, AS WAS STRESSED IN YOUR NOVEMBER REMARKS AT THE UN, WE SHOULD FREQUENTLY REINFORCE THE POINT THAT THE TALIBAN ESPECIALLY, AS THE DOMINANT FACTION IN AFGHANISTAN, SHOULD WORK WITH UN SPECIAL ENVOY HOLL TO COME TO AN AGREEMENT ON AN IMMEDIATE CEASE-FIRE AND ON STEPS FOR A POLITICAL SETTLEMENT.

--- PRESSING PAKISTAN: PAKISTAN IS RIGHTLY PERCEIVED AS A DIPLOMATIC AND POLITICAL SPONSOR AND AT LEAST A TACIT MATERIEL SUPPLIER OF THE TALIBAN. NAWAZ SHARIF'S VIEWS ON THE TALIBAN ARE PROBABLY NOT YET FULLY FORMED. FOR THIS REASON, WE MAY HAVE A BRIEF WINDOW OF OPPORTUNITY TO SHARPEN HOW HE AND HIS NEW GOVERNMENT THINK ABOUT AFGHANISTAN OVER THE LONG-TERM. WE SHOULD URGE SHARIF'S AFGHAN TEAM TO PRESS THE TALIBAN TOWARD A NEGOTIATED SETTLEMENT AND TO USE PAKISTAN'S LEVERAGE, PARTICULARLY ACCESS TO THE PAKISTANI MARKET.
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CONTINUING MILITARY STALEMATE--IF IT PERSISTS--WILL ALSO CONTINUE TO COST THE PAKISTANIS ECONOMICALLY IN TERMS OF NOT DEVELOPING TRADE ROUTES, INFRASTRUCTURE, AND EFFICIENT WAYS OF EXPLOITING THE NATURAL RESOURCES IN THE NORTHWESTERN PART OF

-- EXPPELLING OSAMA BIN LADIN: WE SHOULD FIND COMMON CAUSE WITH THE SAUDIS, THE EGYPTIANS, AND PERHAPS OTHER PRO-WESTERN MIDDLE EASTERN STATES, AND MAKE AN ALL-OUT EFFORT TO PRESS THE TALIBAN TO EXPEL BIN LADEN FROM THEIR TERRITORY. TO DO THIS, THE TALIBAN
UNCLASSIFIED


-- PUSHING THE OIC AND MODERATE ISLAMIC STATES: WE SHOULD APPROACH THE OIC AND URGE THEM TO MAKE A RENEWED EFFORT TO WORK WITH THE TALIBAN. THE SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE WOULD BE TO HAVE THE OIC ENGAGE HIGH-LEVEL TALIBAN OFFICIALS, INCLUDING MULLAH OMAR, IN A DIALOGUE ON THE NEED FOR A NEGOTIATED SETTLEMENT OF THE WAR. BECAUSE THE OIC HAS SOME CREDIBILITY AS AN ISLAMIC ORGANIZATION, IT MIGHT HAVE AT LEAST SOME INFLUENCE ON THE TALIBAN. THIS HAS CONFIDENTIAL
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NOT BEEN TRUE SO FAR, BUT THE OIC HAS NOT REALLY TRIED TO ENGAGE THE TALIBAN YET, IN OUR VIEW. WE SHOULD ALSO MAKE A RENEWED EFFORT IN URGING MODERATE ISLAMIC STATES SUCH AS SAUDI ARABIA, EGYPT, AND PERHAPS INDONESIA TO ENGAGE HIGH-LEVEL TALIBAN OFFICIALS BILATERALLY AND ON THE SIDELINES OF THE OIC WITH THE SAME OBJECTIVE OF A NEGOTIATED SETTLEMENT OF THE WAR.

-- VISITS BY ISLAMIC CLERICS: A MUCH LONGER TERM APPROACH COULD BE TO PRESS FOR VISITS TO KANDAHAR BY MODERATE ISLAMIC CLERICS AND EXPERTS ON ISLAMIC LAW. THE OBJECT OF SUCH VISITS WOULD BE TO ENCOURAGE THE TALIBAN TOWARD A "KINDER, GENTLER" CONCEPTION OF ISLAM'S ROLE IN END-OF-MILLENNIUM SOCIETIES. IT IS SOMewhat DIFFICULT TO PIN DOWN WHAT SORT OF CLERICS THE TALIBAN MIGHT LISTEN TO, BUT THEY SHOULD PROBABLY BE HANAFI SUNNI, LIKE MOST AFGHANS. CLERICS FROM THE DEOBAND SCHOOL IN INDIA AND PERHAPS AL-AZHAR IN CAIRO WOULD PROBABLY GET THE MOST RESPECT FROM THE TALIBAN. THERE ARE SOME REPORTS OF EGYPTIAN CLERICS ALREADY CORRESPONDING WITH TALIBAN OFFICIALS ON WOMEN'S EDUCATION ISSUES.
Perhaps Egypt could be helpful here also.

-- Fostering Taliban/Russian Dialogue: As is clear from the Russian aircrew incident and virtually every conversation with Taliban officials, the Taliban attitude toward Russia is one of deep-seated suspicion and animosity. The desire for revenge is strong and helps motivate them against Dostam in their desire to rid Afghanistan of "foreign influences." (Note: One aspect of the Taliban attitude toward women's employment could be their feeling that because the Soviets and PDPA pushed women's rights, the concept is ipso facto wrong.) We should encourage the Taliban to work with the "new" Russia and urge both sides toward some sort of rapprochement. By doing so, we might be able to
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Take some of the nasty "edge" out of events in Afghanistan and stop the Taliban from fighting the 1979-89 war over and over again every day.

-- Fostering Taliban/Central Asian Dialogue: Similarly, encouraging direct contacts between the Taliban and Afghanistan's Central Asian neighbors -- most particularly Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, and Kazakhstan -- is in our interest. Islamabad seems the only capital where both the Taliban and some of the Central Asian states have diplomatic representation. Direct contacts should help the Taliban understand better their neighbors' deep anxieties and strong desire for a broad-based government. They should also help the Central Asians understand better the Taliban's lack of intention or interest, as best we can assess, in taking their movement beyond Afghanistan's borders. The Taliban still regard the Central Asian republics as Russian puppets and remember that many Uzbeks, Turkmen, and Tajiks were among the Soviets fighting in Afghanistan. The Central Asians, with the exception of the Turkmen who have day-to-day dealings with the Taliban along their shared border, still view the
TALIBAN AS PAKISTANI -- AND, TO A LESSER DEGREE, AMERICAN -- PUPPETS BENT ON EXPORTING A VERY EXTREME BRAND OF ISLAM.

-- MORE SUSTAINED SUPPORT FOR THE UN EFFORT: WE SHOULD BE MORE PUBLIC IN SUPPORTING THE UN EFFORT, PARTICULARLY EMPHASIZING OUR SUPPORT FOR ESTABLISHING A BROAD-BASED GOVERNMENT. THE TALIBAN, RUSSIANS, CENTRAL ASIANS, AND PAKISTANIS SHOULD SEE WHAT WE SAY IN PRIVATE REFLECTED MORE STRONGLY, MORE FREQUENTLY IN PUBLIC.
AFGHANISTAN RECONSTRUCTION ESCROW FUND: AS SUGGESTED AT THE SOUTH ASIAN CHIEFS OF MISSION CONFERENCE, THE U.S. COULD COMMIT ITS OWN RESOURCES AND SEEK THE SAME FROM OTHER MAJOR DONORS TO AN "AFGHANISTAN RECONSTRUCTION ESCROW FUND." SUCH FUNDS WOULD BE DISBURSED WHEN A BROAD-BASED GOVERNMENT IS ESTABLISHED IN AFGHANISTAN. THIS "CARROT" MIGHT PROVIDE SOME INCENTIVE, ALBEIT SLIGHT, TO THE TALIBAN FOR A NEGOTIATED SETTLEMENT, AT THE SAME TIME AS SHOWING TO DOUBTING AFGHANS THAT THE U.S. REMAINS CONCERNED AND COMMITTED TO HELPING IN THE EVENTUAL RECONSTRUCTION OF AFGHANISTAN.

NARCOTICS, GIRLS' EDUCATION: THE TALIBAN SAY THEY WOULD STOP OPIUM PRODUCTION IF SOMEONE FINANCED CROP-SUBSTITUTION PROGRAMS. SOME TALIBAN ALSO SAY THEY WOULD PROVIDE GIRLS' EDUCATION MORE WIDELY IF THEY HAD FUNDS FOR SEPARATE FACILITIES. IN DISCRETE, LIMITED, "TRIAL" CASES, THE U.S. COULD TEST THE TALIBAN, AND SEE IF THEY REALLY MEAN WHAT THEY SAY. IF THEY DO NOT FOLLOW THROUGH, WE WOULD KNOW EXACTLY WHERE THEY STAND ON BOTH ISSUES. AT PRESENT WE ARE NOT SUPPOSED TO RAISE POPPY ERADICATION WITH THE TALIBAN IN THE CONTEXT OF U.S. FUNDING FOR CROP SUBSTITUTION PROGRAMS. LIFTING THIS RESTRICTION WOULD BE A SENSIBLE MOVE.
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